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Abstract
Two-body non-leptonic decays of B mesons into PT and V T modes are
calculated using the non-relativistic quark model of Isgur et al.. The pre-
dictions obtained for B → πD∗2, ρD∗2 are a factor of 3 ∼ 5 below present
experimental upper limits. Interesting patterns are obtained for ratios of B
decays involving mesons with different spin excitations and their relevance
for additional tests of forms factor models are briefly discussed.
PACS numbers: 12.39.Jh, 13.25.Hw, 14.40.Nd
Weak non-leptonic decays of B mesons involving mesons of intrinsic or-
bital momentum l ≥ 1 in final states, are expected to be very suppressed
[1, 2]. The experimental values for B decay into orbitally excited charmed
mesons, which are allowed at lowest order via external W -emission diagrams,
exhibit the following suppressions [1]:
B(B+ → D∗02 ρ+)
B(B+ → D0ρ+) ≤ 0.35
B(B+ → D∗01 ρ+)
B(B+ → D0ρ+) ≤ 0.104
B(B+ → D∗01 π+)
B(B+ → D0π+) = 0.28
B(B0 → D∗−2 ρ+)
B(B0 → D−ρ+) ≤ 0.63.
Predictions for these B decays are important because they would provide
additional tests for the factorization hypothesis and form factor models used
to describe exclusive modes in B decays. On the other hand, analogous ratios
of B decays involving lowest lying mesons (l = 0), namely B → XV/XP
( V and P stand for vector and pseudoscalar mesons), such as [1]: B+ →
D0ρ+/D0π+ = 2.53, B+ → D∗0ρ+/D∗0π+ = 2.98, B0 → D−ρ+/D−π+ =
2.60 and B0 → D∗−ρ+/D∗−π+ = 2.81, show the expected behavior due to
the three degrees of freedom of vector particles.
Non-leptonic decays of B and D mesons involving scalar and tensor
mesons have been calculated previously in a series of papers by Katoch and
Verma [3, 4, 5] using the non-relativistic quark model of Ref. [2]. B decays
into final states involving tensor mesons (JPC = 2++) are not suppressed by
phase-space considerations as in the case of D decays. Actually, upper limits
for B decays into PT and V T channels (T denotes the tensor meson) at
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the level of 10−3 − 10−4, both for Cabibbo-favored and Cabibbo-suppressed
modes, are reported in the literature [1]. Furthermore, according to the Par-
ticle Data Group (see p.99 in Ref. [1]), the multiplet of tensor mesons is
well established among the ones for the qq assignement for the case of four
flavors.
In this paper we compute the branching fractions for B decays into PT
and V T final states1 using the non-relativistic quark model of Isgur et al.
[2]. While there are not available predictions for the V T decay modes, our
results for the PT modes differ quantitatively from those of Ref. [3]. We
present possible reasons for this discrepancy.
We start by introducing the effective weak hamiltonian for non-leptonic,
Cabibbo favored, b decays:
Heff = GF√
2
{
VcbV
∗
ud[a1(c¯b)(d¯u) + a2(d¯b)(c¯u)]
+VcbV
∗
cs[a1(c¯b)(s¯c) + a2(s¯b)(c¯c)]} (1)
where (q¯q′) is a short notation for the V–A current, GF denotes the Fermi
constant and Vij are the relevant Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing fac-
tors. The numerical values a1 = 1.15 and a2 = 0.26, which are obtained from
a fit to B → PP, V P decays [3], will be used throughout this paper.
Since the internal W -emission diagrams are color suppressed, the leading
contribution to the decays under consideration are given by the W -external
diagram. Following Refs. [3, 4, 5], we write the decay amplitudes in the
1 Note that the scalar+tensor final states are suppressed respect to V T and PT because
the < S|V weakµ |0 > amplitude gives a further suppression factor.
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following general form:
M(B → PT ) = iGF√
2
(CKM factors)(QCD factor)fP ε
∗
µνp
µ
Bp
ν
BFB→T (m2P )
(2)
and
M(B → V T ) = GF√
2
(CKM factors)(QCD factor)m2V fV ε
∗ψτFB→Tψτ (m2V )
(3)
where
FB→T (m2P ) = k + b+(m2B −m2T ) + b−m2P (4)
FB→Tψτ (m2V ) = ε∗µ(pB + pT )σ[ihǫµνσρgψν(pV )τ (pV )ρ + kδµψδστ
+b+(pV )ψ(pV )τg
σµ]. (5)
In the above expressions, ε∗µ denotes the polarization four-vector of V , ε
∗
µν
is the symmetric and traceless tensor describing the polarization of tensor
mesons (pµT εµν = εµνp
ν
T = 0) and pi correspond to the four-momenta of the
particles. The argument in the functions FB→T means that the form factors
h, k, b+ and b− should be evaluated at those values (namely, m
2
P or m
2
V ).
The term (QCD factor) in the amplitudes refers to either a1 or a2. Note
that in the above expressions we have only one contribution to the decay
amplitudes because the matrix element < T |jweakµ |0 > vanishes identically.
The hadronic matrix elements used in the previous expressions are defined
as follows:
< T |jµ|B > = ihǫµνφρε∗ναpαB(pB + pT )φ(pB − pT )ρ + kε∗µν(pB)ν
+ε∗αβ(pB)α(pB)β[b+(pB + pT )
µ + b−(pB − pT )µ] (6)
< P |Aµ|0 > = ifPpµP (7)
< V |V µ|0 > = m2V fV εµ. (8)
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The form factors k, h, b+ and b− which describe the B → T transition, have
been calculated in the non-relativistic quark model of Ref. [2]. Note that b−
gives a negligible contribution to PT modes, while it does not appear at all
in the decay amplitude for V T modes because pµV ε
∗
µ = 0.
The central values for the decay constants of pseudoscalar mesons rel-
evant for our calculations are (in GeV units): fpi = 0.131, fηc = 0.384
[1, 3] and fD = 0.217, fDs = 0.241 (we assume the isospin symmetry re-
lation fD0 = fD+). The value for the Ds decay constant [6] includes two
recent determinations from the Ds → µν decay [7], and fD is obtained using
the theoretical prediction fD/fDs = 0.90 [8] based on a lattice calculation
2.
On the other hand, the dimensionless decay constants of vector mesons are:
fρ− = 0.2713 (from τ → ρντ ), fJ/ψ = 0.087 (from J/ψ → e+e−), while for
the decay constants of D∗+ and D∗s we have estimated their values using
the approximate scaling relation mV fV ∼ constant (see for example [10]).
Indeed, using mV fV = 0.231 GeV ( which is obtained from a simple average
of fρ− , fK∗−, fJ/ψ and fΥ(1S), we obtain fD∗ = 0.1144 and fD∗
s
= 0.109.
The expressions for the decay amplitudes in the exclusive modes of B
decays are given explicitly in Table 1 for each of the V T modes allowed in
the leading approximation; our expressions for the PT amplitudes coincide
with those given in Table 1 of Ref. [3].
From the previous expressions we obtain the following decay rates for the
PT modes:
Γ(B → PT ) = |A(B → PT )|2
(
mB
mT
)2 |~pP |5
12πm2T
(9)
2 Other lattice computations are consistent with this result for fD/fDs , while QCD
sum rules predict a smaller value (≈ 0.8) for this ratio (see [9] for a summary of results).
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where
A(B → PT ) = GF√
2
(CKM factors)(QCD factor)fPFB→T (m2P ), (10)
and the expression for the decay into the V T channels is given by:
Γ(B → V T ) = G
2
F
48πm4T
(CKM factors)2(QCD factor)2
· m2V f 2V [α|~pV |7 + β|~pV |5 + γ|~pV |3] (11)
where α, β and γ are quadratic functions of the form factors evaluated at
q2 = m2V , namely:
α = 8m4Bb
2
+
β = 2m2B[6m
2
Vm
2
Th
2 + 2(m2B −m2T −m2V )kb+ + k2]
γ = 5m2Tm
2
V k
2.
In the above expressions for the decay rates, ~pV (P ) denotes the three-momentum
of the V (P ) meson in the B rest frame (~pV (P ) depends, of course, on the spe-
cific decay considered).
In order to obtain the unpolarized rates given in Eqs. (9,11), we have
used the following expression for the sum over polarizations of the tensor
meson:
Pµναβ =
∑
λ
εµν(p, λ)ε
∗
αβ(p, λ)
=
1
2
(θµαθνβ + θµβθνα)− 1
3
θµνθαβ , (12)
where θµν ≡ −gµν + pµpν/m2T . Observe that Pµναβ satisfies the following
identities:
P µµ αβ = P
α
µνα = 0
Pµναβǫ
αβ = ǫµν
PµνρσP
ρσ
αβ = Pµναβ .
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Now, let us address some comments on the expressions for the decay rates
given in Eqs. (9,11):
(1) The decay rate in the PT mode, Eq. (9), contains an additional factor
(mB/mT )
2 with respect to Eq. (6) in Ref. [3]. This would enhance the
prediction for the PT modes by a factor of around 4 ∼ 17, depending on the
specific decay mode, with respect to the predictions of Ref. [3]. The origin for
this discrepancy could be the expression used for the sum over polarizations
of tensor mesons. Note that using Eq. (12), we reproduce the results given
in Refs. [11] for the strong decay rates of tensor mesons.
(2) The |~p|5-dependence in Eq. (9) indicates that only the l = 2 wave is
allowed for the PT system, while in the V T decay modes the l = 1, 2 and 3
are simultaneously allowed, as expected.
The numerical values for the corresponding branching ratios are given
in Table 2, where we have used the B lifetimes values reported in Ref. [1],
and |Vbc| = 0.041, |Vcs| = 0.975 and |Vud| = 0.9736 [1]. When we computed
the rates involving an isoscalar tensor meson (f2 or f
′
2), we have used an
octet-singlet mixing angle θT = 28
o or equivalently the deviation from ideal
mixing φT ≡ arctan(1/
√
2)− θT ≈ 8.30, as in Ref. [3].
From Table 2, we can raise the following conclusions:
(1) The values for the PT branching fractions are larger by a factor of 2.6
∼ 15 than those given in Ref. [3]. The reason for this enhancement has
been explained above; the smallest enhancement factor corresponds to the
B → DsD∗2 decay mode, while the largest value corresponds to B → ηcK∗2 .
Note that part of the difference between our results and those in Ref. [3]
arises from the smaller values that we use for the D, Ds decay constants.
(2) When we consider the ratio for the decay modes V T/PT , V and P having
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identical quark content, we obtain
Γ(B → V T )
Γ(B → PT ) =
m2V f
2
V {α|~pV |7 + β|~pV |5 + γ|~pV |3}
2[mBfPFB→T (m2P )]2|~pP |5
. (13)
This ratio turns out to be independent of a1,2, GF and Kobayashi-Maskawa
mixing factors and would provide a clean test of the factorization hypothesis
and of the ISGW model [2]. In the last column of Table 2 we show the ratios
corresponding to Eq. (13). The results indicate that the ratios V T/PT ∼ 3
for processes which amplitudes are proportional to a1, which are normally
expected due to the three degrees of freedom of vector particles. Note, how-
ever, that for the other processes, (V T )/(PT ) differs substantially from 3
because these decays are not allowed at tree level through the emission of
external W (they proceed v´ıa amplitudes proportional to a2).
(3) Our predictions for the decays B− → (π−, ρ−)D∗02 andB0 → (π−, ρ−)D∗+2
are below the present experimental upper limits reported in [1] by a factor
of 3∼5. This offers optimistic prospects for their measurements and for ad-
ditional tests of the model of Ref. [2].
(4) If we use the experimental measurements of B → J/ψK∗(892) and
B → DsD∗ [1], we can calculate the following ratios from Table 2: B− →
(J/ψK∗−2 )/(J/ψK
∗−(892)) ≈ B0 → (J/ψK∗02 )/(J/ψK∗0(892)) ≈ B− →
(D−s D
∗0
2 )/(D
−
s D
∗0) ≈ B0 → (D+s D∗−2 )/(D+s D∗−) ≈ 0.05. Thus, the ratios
(B → XT )/(B → XV ), which measure the effects of the dynamics due the
orbital excitation V → T , turns out to be very suppressed in the ∆s = −1
channels.
In conclusion, in this paper we have computed the Cabibbo-favored de-
cays of B mesons into V T and PT final states, using the non-relativistic
quark model of Isgur et al. [2]. Our results for the πD∗2 and ρD
∗
2 decay chan-
nels are a factor of 3∼5 below present experimental upper limits [1]. Our
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results exhibit interesting patterns for final states mesons of higher orbital
momentum excitations, which would offer additional tests for the factoriza-
tion hypothesis and the form factor models for exclusive B decays.
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Process Amplitude ×(VcbV ∗ud)
B− → ρ−D∗02 a1fρ−m2ρ−FB→D
∗
2
µν (m2ρ)
B− → D∗0a−2 a2fD∗0m2D∗0FB→a2µν (m2D∗)
∆s = 0 B0 → ρ−D∗+2 a1fρ−m2ρ−FB→D
∗
2
µν (m2ρ)
B0 → D∗0a02 − a2fD∗0m2D∗FB→a2µν (m2D∗)/
√
2
B0 → D∗0f2 a2fD∗0m2D∗ cos φTFB→f2µν (m2D∗)/
√
2
B0 → D∗0f ′2 a2fD∗0m2D∗ sinφTFB→f
′
2
µν (m2D∗)/
√
2
Process Amplitude ×(VcbV ∗cs)
B− → D∗−s D∗02 a1fD∗sm2D∗sF
B→D∗0
2
µν (m2D∗
s
)
∆s = −1 B− → J/ψK∗−2 a2fJ/ψm2J/ψFB→K
∗
2
µν (m2J/ψ)
B0 → D∗−s D∗+2 a1fD∗sm2D∗sF
B→D∗
2
µν (m2D∗
s
)
B0 → J/ψK∗02 a2fJ/ψm2J/ψFB→K
∗
2
µν (m2J/ψ)
Table 1. Decay amplitudes for the CKM-favored B → V T channels with
∆s = 0, −1. The tabulated amplitudes must be multiplied by
(GF/
√
2)ε∗µν .
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B → PT BR(B → PT ) B → V T BR(B → V T ) V T/PT
B− → π−D∗02 4.07 · 10−4 B− → ρ−D∗02 1.13 · 10−3 2.79
B− → D0a−2 1.35 · 10−5 B− → D∗0a−2 2.23 · 10−5 1.65
B0 → π−D∗+2 4.06 · 10−4 B0 → ρ−D∗+2 1.13 · 10−3 2.80
∆s=0 B0 → D0a02 6.79 · 10−6 B0 → D∗0a02 1.13 · 10−5 1.66
B0 → D0f2 7.34 · 10−6 B0 → D∗0f2 1.17 · 10−5 1.60
B0 → D0f ′2 8.73 · 10−8 B0 → D∗0f ′2 2.01 · 10−7 2.30
B− → D−s D∗02 2.69 · 10−4 B− → D∗−s D∗02 1.05 · 10−3 3.91
∆s=−1 B− → ηcK∗−2 8.08 · 10−6 B− → J/ψK∗−2 7.62 · 10−5 9.43
B0 → D−s D∗+2 2.69 · 10−4 B0 → D∗−s D∗+2 1.05 · 10−3 3.91
B0 → ηcK∗02 7.53 · 10−6 B0 → J/ψK∗02 7.55 · 10−5 10.03
Table 2. Branching ratios for Cabibbo-favored B → PT, V T decays with
∆s = 0, −1. Last column shows the ratio for V T/PT branching ratios.
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